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Higher-dimensional theories with time-like and space-like extra dimensions are compared both
from the conceptual and from the phenomenological points of view. In this context causality and
unitarity are discussed. It is shown that additional time-like dimensions allow to recover four-
dimensional phenomenology without invoking neither Kaluza-Klein compactification procedure nor
brane world construct. It is shown, also, that contrary to scenarios with space-like extra dimensions,
in higher-dimensional space-times with additional time-like dimensions the cosmological constant
problem can be safely solved.
PACS numbers: 03.50.-z, 04.20.Cv, 04.50.+h, 11.25.Mj, 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard tenet in dealing with higher-dimensional
theories is to consider space-like extra dimensions almost
exclusively. Time-like extra dimensions have been dis-
regarded due to serious conflicts with causality and uni-
tarity [1, 2, 3]. It can be shown, however, that the rea-
soning line behind violations of causality and of unitarity
in space-times with additional time-like dimensions, has
been prejudiced by considerations that are deeply rooted
in the belief that space-like and time-like extra dimen-
sions have to be considered on an equal footing.
The aim of the present study is to show that the latter
belief is in general not justified, and that there exists an
alternative approach to higher-dimensional theories with
time-like extra dimensions that is not in conflict neither
with causality nor with unitarity. The fact that, un-
der this alternative interpretation, four-dimensional phe-
nomenology may be recovered without invoking neither
Kaluza-Klein (KK) compactification nor brane confine-
ment mechanisms, will be particularly discussed. It will
be shown, also, that the cosmological constant problem
may be solved in higher-dimensional theories with time-
like extra dimensions. In this regard, additional space-
like dimensions are not of any help.
II. CAUSALITY AND UNITARITY
In the present study, for sake of simplicity, gravity
effects will not be considered. We shall consider five-
dimensional (5D) space-times with the following flat met-
ric: ηAB = (ηµν , ǫ), where ηµν = (−1, δik) is the four-
dimensional (4D) flat Minkowski metric. The symbol ǫ =
±1 (+1 for a space-like extra dimension, −1 for a time-
like one). Capital Latin indexes A,B, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5,
while Greek indexes run through ordinary 4D space-time
(α, β, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3). Small Latin indexes run through
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3D space (i, j, ... = 1, 2, 3). We shall assume a compact
extra dimension that is spanned by the fifth coordinate
y ≡ x5. In consequence the field variables will be peri-
odic in y: Φ(x, y) = Φ(x, y + 2πL), where x ≡ {xα} and
L is the size of the compact extra dimension. Large ex-
tra dimensions may be recovered in the continuous limit
L→∞.
It will be instructive to study the theory of a real scalar
field ψ of mass m, that obeys the 5D Klein-Gordon (KG)
equation:
((5) −m2)ψ = 0, (1)
where(5) ≡ ηNM∂N∂M = ηµν∂µ∂ν+ǫ∂2y . This equation
can be written in a manifestly 4D form if one considers
the following decomposition:
ψ(x, y) =
∑
n
ψn(x) e
iny/L, n = 0,±1,±2, ..., (2)
that is dictated by the assumed topology of the extra
dimension. After the decomposition (2), the KG equation
(1) can be written in a form that is adequated to a 4D
observer like us:
{¯− (m2 + ǫ n2/L2)}ψn(x) = 0, (3)
where ¯ ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν is the standard 4D flat
D’Lambertian. As a consequence of the additional di-
mension, in addition to the fundamental mode (n = 0),
there is a tower of KK excitations that are seen by a
4D observer as a discretum of different particles with
masses m2n = m
2 + ǫ n2/L2. For a space-like extra di-
mension (ǫ = +1) the mass squared is always positive
definite, however, if the additional dimension is time-like
(ǫ = −1), it is not in general positive definite. In the
latter case scalar field modes with |n| > mL are seen
by a 4D observer as tachyonic degrees of freedom that
originate violations of 4D causality and of unitarity.
There exists however an alternative approach that
is free of tachyons and, consequently, does not con-
flict neither with causality nor with unitarity. To show
2this, let us consider the plane-wave approach: ψn(x) =
ψ0n exp [−i(Ent− pnx)], where En, pn are the energy
and spatial momentum of the n-th scalar field excitation
respectively. Equation (3) then leads to the following
energy-momentum relationship:
E2n − p2n −m2 − ǫ
n2
L2
= 0. (4)
Consider the case for a time-like extra dimension (ǫ =
−1). It is evident from (4) that a second alternative
interpretation is indeed possible. Instead of grouping the
term coming from twice y-derivative (term n2/L2 in (4))
under mass squared: m2n = m
2 − n2/L2, it is perhaps
more appropriate to group it with the energy squared
term (coming from twice t-derivative) to get a modified
energy squared:
E¯2n = E
2
n + n
2/L2. (5)
According to this alternative picture, the scalar field
excitations of the same mass that come from the time-like
extra dimension, differ from the pure 4D mode (n = 0)
just in their energies. I. e., unlike standard KK modes
that represent different particles, these can be viewed as
excited energy states of a same particle.
It is evident that, according to this tachyonless alter-
native approach, there is no any conflict between an ad-
ditional (compact) time-like dimension and 4D causality.
There is no any conflict with unitarity neither. Actu-
ally, according to the standard interpretation, since the
following energy-momentum relationship takes place:
E2n − p2n = m2n ≡ m2 + ǫ
n2
L2
, (6)
in the rest frame one has ψn(t) ∝ exp (imnt), so that,
given a time-like extra dimension (ǫ = −1), and provided
that |n| > Lm, then: ψn(t) ∝ exp (−
√
n2/L2 −m2 t).
This means that, since the amplitude squared of the
given tachyonic mode |ψn|2 ∝ exp (−2
√
n2/L2 −m2 t),
the corresponding KK excitations are unstable and decay
into ”nothingness” in a time τn ∼ L/
√
n2 − L2m2.
Unlike this, according to the tachyonless perspective,
since the energy-momentum relationship (6) gets re-
placed by
E¯2n − p2n = m2, (7)
where, for a time-like extra dimension the modified en-
ergy squared E¯2n is given by (5), then, in the rest frame
ψn(t) ∝ exp (imt) → |ψn|2 ∝ 1. The corresponding
modes are stable and unitarity is preserved.
It is apparent that the above arguments may be safely
used to extend the discussion to more than one additional
time-like dimension.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY
When extra dimensions are considered, one has to won-
der whether the given higher-dimensional theory appro-
priately describes 4D phenomenology. In particular one
has to care about recovering of standard Newton’s law
of gravity. For an extra dimension, the static weak-field
limit of general relativity yields to the following modified
Poisson’s equation for the gravitational potential:1
(∇2 + ǫ∂2y)V (x, y) = 4πρ(x, y), (8)
where ρ is the mass distribution generating the static
weak gravitational field around it, and ∇2 ≡ δik∂i∂k is
the customary 3D (flat) Laplace’s operator. When the
extra dimension is space-like, solutions to (8) in empty
space yield to known modified forms of the Newtonian
potential. In standard KK theories with additional spa-
tial dimensions 4D phenomenology is recovered by invok-
ing the so called KK compactification procedure: mas-
sive KK modes that produce modifications to standard
4D graviton (fundamental mode n = 0) propagation, lie
behind energies so far attained in experimental tests of
Newton’s law.
If, as it is usually done, one were to treat time-like and
space-like extra dimensions on an equal footing then, con-
sideration of a time-like extra dimension in equation (8)
would yield to imaginary contributions to the gravita-
tional self-energy of objects. This fact imposes stringent
phenomenological bounds to considering additional time-
like dimensions as a serious alternative [2, 4].2
However, as already discussed in the precedent section,
there is an alternative approach to time-like extra dimen-
sions that is consistent with 4D causality and unitarity.
It will be inmediately shown that this alternative picture
is consistent also with 4D phenomenology. For the lat-
ter purpose it will be useful to realize that the notion of
”staticity” entails an obvious separation of the notions of
space and time. In fact, a given configuration C is said
to be static if the corresponding field variables {Ci} are
independent of time. If space-like extra dimensions are
being considered, the aforementioned notion of ”static
configuration” does not need to be modified. However,
as long as additional time-like dimensions are concerned,
this notion has to be necessarily modified. Actually, as
1 This is usually done by looking for small perturbations around
the flat background. In the present case one has to replace the
5D flat metric ηAB by the perturbed one ηAB + hAB, where
hAB(x, y) are the small perturbations. The transverse, traceless
gauge (∂NhNA = h
N
N
= 0) is usually considered. In the static
case, the Newtonian gravitational potential is just: V = h00/2.
2 In addition there are serious phenomenological bounds imposed
by nucleon decay phenomenology [1, 2, 3]. Notwithstanding, as
it will be shown later on, the corresponding analysis, based on
the study of particle propagators, can be made compatible with
the alternative picture explained in the present study.
3before, let us consider just a time-like extra dimension
spanned by the additional time-coordinate y ≡ x5 (the
usual time-coordinate is spanned by t ≡ x0). It is evident
now that, if the tachyonless approach to time-like extra
dimensions is undertaken, then a given configuration C
is said to be static whenever the field variables {Ci} are
independent of both time-coordinates t and y. Therefore,
the addition of (any number of) time-like extra dimen-
sions does not modify the standard 3D Poisson’s equation
for the Newtonian gravitational potential, generated by
static distributions of mass (once again recall that static
now means independence of both t and y). Equation (8)
has to be, accordingly, replaced by:
∇2V (x) = 4πρ(x). (9)
I. e., Newton’s law of gravity is not modified in any way
by the presence of time-like extra dimensions.
It is evident that, according to the present approach to
time-like extra dimensions, any field degrees of freedom
living in the 5D space-time are constrained to propagate
in the common to all particles 3D Euclidean space with
metric tensor δik. Therefore, neither KK compactifica-
tion nor any other confining mechanizm are necessary to
recover 4D phenomenology.
Regarding other phenomenological bounds usually
considered, such as, for instance, nucleon decay rate
[1, 2, 3], it has to be pointed out that the feasibility of
these bounds rests on the usual approach to additional
(compact) time-like dimensions. Due to the appearance
of tachyon modes in that approach, the particle propa-
gators are modified. For example, the propagator of a
photon would become:
Dµν = −iηµν 1
p2 − ǫ(n2/L2) + i0 , (10)
where p = {pµ} are the momenta conjugated to the or-
dinary 4D space-time variables: p2 = E2 − p2. For a
time-like extra dimension (ǫ = −1) there will be unphys-
ical poles at p = ±in/L, that will modify, for instance,
the transition amplitudes for electromagnetic processes
in atomic nuclei. There will appear, in particular, imagi-
nary contributions to these amplitudes, meaning, in turn,
unphysical decay processes that are not seen in experi-
ments. On the contrary, according to our tachyonless
approach, the 4D propagator (10) can be written, alter-
natively, in the following way:
D¯µν = −iηµν 1
p¯2 + i0
, (11)
where p¯2 = E¯2−p2, with E¯2 given by E¯2 = E2−ǫ(n2/L2)
(compare with equation (5) for a time-like extra dimen-
sion). According to this alternative approach, the stan-
dard photon propagator is not modified by the presence
of the extra dimension, instead, there appears a tower of
excited energy states of the massless 4D photon. It is
evident from this discussion that the amplitude of given
electromagnetic processes are not modified by the pres-
ence of time-like extra dimensions. In consequence, the
given phenomenological bounds are out of place and have
to be abandoned.
Before concluding this section we want to underline
that, while according to the standard approach to ad-
ditional dimensions, the KK compactification procedure
(or alternative mechanizms like brane world construct)
has to be applied to adequately reproduce 4D phe-
nomenology, if our alternative (tachyonless) approach is
correct, the addition of (compact) time-like extra dimen-
sions does not require of any specially invented mecha-
nizm to be phenomenologically viable. In this case, in-
stead of a tower of (infinitely many) additional particles
of different masses, one has a collection of excited energy
states (an energy discretum quantized in units of 1/L) of
a same particle.
IV. EXTRA DIMENSIONS AND VACUUM
ENERGY
Since long ago it is known that zero-point fluctuations
of the fields contribute towards a non-null (perhaps in-
finite) energy density of empty space. While field theo-
retic calculations yield to a hughe value for it, that is set
roughly by the Planck energy scale 〈ρv〉 ∼ 1071GeV 4, the
cosmological observations point to a tiny (not yet null)
value 〈ρv〉obs ∼ 10−47GeV 4. This catastrophic discrep-
ancy between theoretical predictions and observational
data is known as the ”cosmological constant problem”
(CCP) (see, for instance, the reviews [5, 6]).
It will be very instructive to see how the presence of an
additional space-time dimension can modify the standard
4D field theoretic computation of vacuum energy density.
A crude estimate can be obtained just by replacing the
usual formula
〈ρv〉 = 1
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
√
p2 +m2, (12)
where Λ is some momentum cutoff of the order of the
Planck mass, by the following one:
〈ρ¯v〉 =
∑
n
1
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
√
p2 +m2 + ǫ
n2
L2
. (13)
The case for a space-like extra dimension (ǫ = +1) has
to be discussed separately from the case for an additional
time-like dimension (ǫ = −1). In the first case, since
the standard KK compactification procedure has to be
applied in order to recover 4D phenomenology, then the
leading contribution to vacuum energy density is given
by the fundamental modes with n = 0, so that (see in
[5]):
4〈ρ¯v〉 ≈ 〈ρv〉 ≈ Λ
4
16π2
= 2× 1071GeV 4, (14)
where, as customary, it has been assumed that Λ ≫ m.
Otherwise, 4D phenomenology prevents additional space-
like dimensions to modify in any fundamental way the
CCP.
On the contrary, according to our tachyonless ap-
proach to additional space-time dimensions, the pres-
ence of time-like extra dimensions does not entail con-
flicts with 4D phenomenology, even if the size of the ex-
tra dimension is large. Actually, as already discussed,
if we adhere to the alternative interpretation of time-
like extra dimensions undertaken here, the most strin-
gent phenomenological bounds that are set by violations
of causality and of unitarity [1, 2, 3] are not valid any
more. Therefore one may turn to the continuous limit
L → ∞ (large extra dimension) without modifying the
above picture. In this case the symbol
∑
in equation
(13) may be replaced by L
∫
dξ, where n/L→ ξ, i.e.,
〈ρ¯v〉 → L
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
∫
∞
−∞
dξ
1
2
√
p2 +m2 − ξ2. (15)
Besides, since under the integral there is an even function
of ξ, then
∫
∞
−∞
→ 2 ∫∞0 . Therefore, in the continuous
limit, instead of (13), the energy density of empty space
may be computed with the help of the following equation:
〈ρˆv〉 = 2L
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
∫ λ
0
dξ
1
2
√
p2 +m2 − ξ2, (16)
where a certain ”momentum” cutoff λ has been consid-
ered. Mathematically the latter cutoff is imposed by re-
quiring the vacuum energy density to be a real quantity.
Integration in ξ-variable yields to the following expres-
sion:
〈ρˆv〉 = L
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
{λ
√
p2 +m2 − λ2 +
(p2 +m2) arcsin (
λ√
p2 +m2
)}. (17)
In order for the latter integral to be defined one has to
require that
√
p2 +m2 ≥ λ. This means that, while Λ
represents some ultraviolet cutoff in momentum space, λ
represents an infrared cutoff instead. In the limit when
Λ ≫ λ, the integral in the right-hand-side of equation
(17) can be easily computed (compare with (14)):
〈ρˆv〉 ≈ Lλ
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
√
p2 +m2 ≈ LλΛ
4
8π2
. (18)
It is surprising that, after applying the aforementioned
procedure of going to the continuous limit L → ∞, the
catastrophic disagreement between vacuum energy den-
sity computation and observations can be safely removed
just by requiring that Lλ ≈ 0.25 × 10−118. It is impor-
tant to recall that the continuous limit can not be applied
to the case with space-like extra dimensions due to con-
flicts with 4D phenomenology arising from appearance of
a continuum of infinitely light KK modes.
Worth mentioning that, as already noted, together
with the ultraviolet cutoff set by Λ, there appears also an
infrared cutoff given by λ ∼ 10−119L−1. In this context,
the fact that the energy density of empty space, although
vanishingly small, is not yet exactly null, means that the
infrared cutoff indeed exists and plays a role. Of course,
the latter statement is strongly dependent on the validity
of the tachyonless approach to time-like extra dimensions
discussed here.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that there can be an alternative ap-
proach to time-like (compact) extra dimensions that is
free of tachyons and, consequently, does not conflict nei-
ther with causality nor with unitarity. According to this
approach, the standard picture with an infinite tower of
Kaluza-Klein particles of different masses has to be re-
placed by one in which there is a discretum of excited
energy states of a same particle instead.
If our alternative approach is correct, addition of
time-like extra dimensions does not entail conflicts with
4D phenomenology neither. In this case standard phe-
nomenological bounds to time-like extra dimensions are
not applicable any more. The consequence is that one
may turn to the continuous limit (L → ∞) and the
contribution of the extra dimension to the energy den-
sity of empty space can be easily computed. The sur-
prise is that, thanks to apearance of an infrared cutoff
λ ∼ 10−119L−1, the cosmological constant problem can
be safely solved.
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